This paper addresses the problem of appearance matching across different challenges while doing visual face tracking in real-world scenarios. In this paper, FaceTrack is proposed that utilizes multiple appearance models with its long-term and short-term appearance memory for efficient face tracking. It demonstrates robustness to deformation, in-plane and out-of-plane rotation, scale, distractors and background clutter. It capitalizes on the advantages of the tracking-by-detection, by using a face detector that tackles drastic scale appearance change of a face. The detector also helps to reinitialize FaceTrack during drift. A weighted score-level fusion strategy is proposed to obtain the face tracking output having the highest fusion score by generating candidates around possible face locations. The tracker showcases impressive performance when initiated automatically by outperforming many state-ofthe-art trackers, except Struck by a very minute margin: 0.001 in precision and 0.017 in success respectively.
Introduction
Face tracking has been studied for decades and it is still one of the challenging problems in computer vision. Face tracking in unconstrained videos promises to augment a wide range of applications in robotic vision, video analysis and face recognition, and is not only limited to visual surveillance.
It is often used in video conferencing, but it is also useful in video-based face recognition as shown in [1] . It is defined as the task of locating a face in a given frame whether it is occluded or not. The face tracker is initiated in two ways: (1) using a ground-truth bounding box containing a face, (2) using a bounding box provided by a face detector. This box is also called an ROI (Region Of Interest). The output of the face tracker is the location of a face in a frame and is represented by a bounding box.
As the face tracker outputs ROIs over a series of consecutive frames in a video sequence, it accumulates multiple evidence for the presence of a target face. Hence, the face tracker can preserve the identity of a target face since it works on the principle of spatio-temporal information between consecutive frames. In contrast, a face detector searches for a face in the entire image, without any spatio-temporal information, and thus cannot keep the identity of a face.
Our primary contribution is to represent a face in a L2-subspace with a relational graph. The term relational describes the relation of features with the center of the bounding box during tracking initialization. This informa-tion comprises of three components: L2 distance of a feature with the center (F DL), importance of the feature (w), and feature descriptor (D). This model not only describes the appearance of the target face by representing it in a L2-subspace, but also encapsulates semantic information specific to the target face for occlusion. Thus, when this relational graph is discovered in a subsequent frame by matching feature descriptors, each matched feature outputs a center location of the target face using its L2-subspace representation. This center prediction is approximated by using multiple kernels in a response map reflecting the importance of each matched feature for the center prediction. The face localization is done by first concatenating all the generated kernel responses and then analyzing the peak response in the kernel map, which is transformed back to the cartesian coordinate system as face center location. Analyzing the peak in the map helps in eradicating the influence of errors during face localization, since multiple overlapped responses indicate reliable face center prediction over responses generated by tracking errors.
The relational graph is learned incrementally by adding and deleting connections in the graph during the appearance model update. Since, the good connections are retained in the graph to help in localizing the center of the target face, this appearance model acts like a long-term memory of the target face. This appearance model is coined as GRM (Graph Relational Model), and is one of the proposed appearance models used in FaceTrack. The graph matching and face localization concept using GRM is illustrated in Figure 1 .
In contrast, the other proposed appearance models, ICM (Isotropic Color Model) and BDM (Binary Descriptor Model), help to find the target face during drastic appearance changes like illumination variation, in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation and heavy occlusion. The ICM describes the holistic face appearance, whereas the BDM helps to detect the intrinsic spatio-temporal changes happening at the pixel level. They both serve as a short-term memory of the current target face appearance, and are updated partially (and/or fully), depending on the occlusion detection strategy. By following this appearance model scheme for tracking, the temporal information of a target face gets accumulated, and the tracker gets an appropriate appearance memory of the target face for appearance matching.
The GRM is effective as long as the graph structure remains visible and gets fully or partially matched. During other situations, the remaining appearance models (ICM & BDM) are used for estimating the face location as shown in Figure 2 . Apart from this, the appearance models are incrementally learned and the importance of features is determined on-the-fly for keeping a temporal memory, both long-term (GRM) and short-term (ICM and BDM), of the appearance of the target face. The proposed model is built to handle many tracking challenges like motion blur, fast motion, partial and heavy occlusion, background clutter and scale change. Each component plays a vital role in localizing the target face and the proposed tracker utilizes all the advantages from these components for accurate tracking.
Our secondary contributions are a robust tracking strategy that assigns importance to appearance features during tracking initialization and continues during the entire face tracking process. The robustness is integrated using isotropy to the appearance features used in tracking. The isotropic nature of features is formulated in a manner such that the feature closest to the center obtains the highest importance as compared to others. By doing this, the background features that may get encapsulated in the appearance model, have lesser contribution in the kernel response map for target face center localization. In addition, the importance of the features get adapted online and the lesser important features are deleted from the graph and the newer ones are added during model update, following the same policy of using isotropy to establish the importance to newly added features.
Apart from this, we use a tracking-by-detection approach by employing a face detector, [2] , with FaceTrack. The face detector helps to handle scale and aspect ratio changes of the face, drift and may help in reinitialization of the tracker during severe appearance changes. But, using either a single or multiple appearance based tracker with a face detector alone cannot effectively solve the face tracking problem. This is because the face detector focuses only on appearance similarities and ignores the spatio-temporal information in images, due to which there are large fluctuations in detection scores between two consecutive frames. On the other hand, the tracker might lose the target face due to large appearance variations. Hence, the face detector output is also used in face localization, thus capitalizing on their respective strengths.
However, due to tracking noise and face deformation the localized face may not be precise. Hence, face candidates are generated around the localized face region obtained using face appearance matching with the help of multiple appearance models. Thus, in the proposed method, face tracking is considered as a problem of accurately estimating the face candidate having the highest fusion score in a given frame. Hence, to obtain the final tracking output, a weighted score-level fusion criteria is formulated for selecting the best face candidate.
Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. A novel face tracking method is proposed that utilizes multiple appearance models to account for the temporal appearance matching of a target face for robust tracking.
2. A long-term and short-term strategy is proposed for effective matching during face tracking in real-world unconstrained video sequences.
3. Robustness to face appearance features is integrated using isotropic weights. This ensures to obtain face localization using importance face appearance features during the entire tracking process, thus tackling drift and background clutter.
4.
A weighted score-level fusion approach is proposed for estimating the best face candidate as face location.
5.
A novel tracking control and update strategy that accounts for occlusion detection, tracking robustness and stability is proposed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some related works in visual object tracking. Section 3 discusses the proposed tracking framework in detail. Section 4 provides the details of quantitative and qualitative experiments and analysis of each of the tracking method.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
Related Work
In this section, we focus on the visual object tracking works related to the class of discriminative appearance-based trackers. These discriminative appearance-based trackers behave like binary classifiers and distinguish the target object from the background. These discriminative trackers incorporate some form of model update during the visual tracking process and the classifier learns from samples online [ [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ].
The TLD [3] method uses a binary feature detector and an optical flow Thus, the sampling strategy for Struck is different from the aforementioned tracking methods. However, the classifier learning is constrained by maintaining a budget that helps to maintain a set of the support vectors. Recently, correlation filter learning method like [7] , has shown impressive results due to its dense feature extraction and sampling technique for high-speed tracking.
Detections provided by object detector are used in tracking objects whose prior information is known. The trackers of [3] and [4] are special cases of tracking-by-detection. The detections enable the tracking process to tackle scale appearance change and sometimes drift. Similarly, a face detector is used in FaceTrack to tackle drastic appearance change such as scale change between two consecutive frames and reinitializes it during drift.
Ross et al. introduced incremental subspace learning in visual object
tracking with the concept that the target can be represented in a low dimensional subspace that can be helpful in dealing with tracking nuisances, like pose and illumination variation [8] . This idea works well in situations where the errors are small and localized, i.e., they follow a Gaussian distribution.
However, in some scenarios like when there is occlusion, the errors might be large. In such cases, this type of global representation might not be able to cope up and thus result in track loss. To overcome this, the authors in [9] , assumed that tracking errors follow a Gaussian-Laplacian distribution. Owing to their success, their error-removing method is employed in various works [10] , [6] . In real-world scenario the data can however, contain various types of noise, and the data or noisy samples that may belong to other targets may get included in the appearance model of the target and ultimately degrade the performance, particularly for graph-based learning methods. Hence, authors in [11] proposed a spectral clustering method, which consider edges with higher weights in the graph cluster and segment other parts in the graph.
In our approach, the GRM model adds new samples to the relational graph by taking keypoints from the tracking bounding box itself, thus removing the need for using segmentation and clustering.
Besides this, adaptive appearance models like [12] , [13] , use face tracking for face recognition purpose. They use online samples for updating the appearance of the face, and employ forgetting factor for adapting the appearance model. Related to our work are object trackers [14] , [15] and [16] that utilize structure of the object as the appearance representation for tracking.
In contrast to these approaches, our method maintains a temporal appearance memory using multiple appearance models of the target face that leverages the benefit of both long-term and short-term appearance updates that are proven essential for robust face tracking. Moreover, we adapt the face appearance representation such that potentially distracting regions are suppressed in advance and thus, no explicit tracking of distractors (similar looking faces) is required, thus ensuring stable face tracking in real-world scenarios. The next section details the workings of FaceTrack.
Proposed Face Tracking Method
It has been shown in [15] and [16] that structure can be a powerful appearance representation for visual object tracking. Whereas in [14] , it has been shown that the structure of an object can help to tackle occlusion. Our motivation for using structure is inspired by the idea that by exploring the intrinsic structure of a target face may help to discover a particular pattern of a face of interest.
In machine learning tasks such as subspace learning, semi-supervised learning and data clustering, informative directed or undirected graphs are used to study the pairwise relationships between data samples that helps to identify a pattern belonging to a specific object [17] . Thus, for identifying a particular pattern belonging to a face of interest, a graph has the following characteristics that can be highly beneficial for face tracking:
• Distinct Representation: Graphs are powerful representation tools.
Higher dimensional data can be represented in a manner which can be utilized for problem solving.
• Relational information: Graphs can help to identify the internal structure which can be utilized by relational information such as metric between points in the graph, rather than just the attributes of the entities being present [18] .
• Sparsity: Findings in subspace learning [19] show that sparse graph characterizes local relations and thus can help in better classification.
Hence, the aforementioned advantages of a graph can be used for building a robust appearance model for face tracking in videos.
Building the multiple appearance models
The proposed model characterizes the target face contained in the initialized bounding box by using multiple appearance models namely GRM, ICM and BDM respectively. GRM characterizes the face from two perspectives.
First, by encoding features related to a face by detecting and describing keypoint descriptors that belong to the face. Second, is by representing the keypoints in the L2 subspace by forming a relation between the detected keypoints with the center of the initialized box using relational information. It is robust towards partial occlusions and deformations, as a visible part of the GRM can still output the target face center by using its relational information. For more robustness, during the model initialization, the keypoints that are closer to the center are given higher importance and are assigned higher weights as compared to others that are farther from the center. The weight associated to the importance is given by Equation 1:
The relational information for a keypoint in GRM is represented as {F DL, D, w},
where FDL is the L2 subspace representation of a feature point with the graph center, D is the keypoint descriptor, and w is the weight (importance) of a feature. Furthermore, ICM encodes the holistic appearance using color histogram, and BDM encodes the spatio-temporal neighborhood local information for the pixels contained in the initialized bounding box. Table   1 summarizes the multiple appearance models with their respective feature description.
Graph similarity matching using GRM
With every new frame being processed by detecting and describing keypoints, our method tries to find a subgraph, S, in the frame that maximizes the similarity with the GRM by matching their keypoint descriptors. Let us denote an object GRM as G. For finding the center of the face, we will use the L2-subspace representation, F DL and its importance, w, associated with the matched keypoints to obtain the center. Hence, we are trying to find a subgraph, S which is isomorphic to G or to a subgraph of G. Thus, the maximum similarity between the two graphs can be represented as a function given by Equation 2:
where, m is the bijection that represents the keypoint matches, and D is the feature descriptors of the two graphs respectively. The total number of matched keypoint descriptors with D, at current frame, t, is given by N 1 .
Now, we use this similarity knowledge to get the face center by using the relational information F DL (L2-subspace), and matched keypoint, k in S.
Thus, the face center given by a matched keypoints in S, can be represented using Equation 3.
However, the subgraph may contain errors due to noise. Further, their structure cannot be determined in advance. Therefore, x t Center k is approximated using kernel responses denoted as ϕ. Two kernel functions are used for generating the response: Gaussian kernel, Φ 1 , and Exponential kernel, Φ 2 , respectively 2 , and ϕ k is represented by Equation 4:
where, w is the importance of a matched feature keypoint in G and x t−1 Center is the face location in frame t − 1. Now, all the N kernel responses are 1 [20] uses ratio test to eradicate matches higher than 0.8. In FaceTrack experiments 0.75 is used. 2 The Gaussian kernel parameters are σ = 6.0, with a 5×5 filter size. The denominator, Θ of the Exponential kernel is taken as 8000.0.
accumulated, i.e, they get overlapped. The face center location is obtained by analyzing the peak in the kernel response map, and is given by Equation
5
:
The obtained peak response is transformed back into the image coordinate system to obtain the face center location. As shown in Figure 1 , the peak (color coded as dark red) corresponds to the face center location. Hence, 
Scale Adaptation and Computation of Appearance Similarity Scores
To adapt to the scale variation of the face, we use the same strategy, as used in [14] . The authors utilized pairwise distances between matched keypoints between consecutive frames to tackle scale change. Now for the output face location obtained using GRM, denoted as x t Center , face candidates are generated around it, to improve localization precision, since the center may get shifted due to face deformation or tracking noise. Apart from this, the second component of the framework, i.e. the face detector, outputs a bounding box for a detected face for frame t. The obtained bounding box from the detector is also considered as a face candidate.
Similarity Scores
Description Next, for all the face candidates, the ICM and BDM models are first computed, and are matched for similarity. adapt scale using pairwise keypoint distance 4: for all face candidates from GRM and face detector, at frame t do
5:
compute Similarity Scores, refer Table 2 6:
compute variance of Similarity Scores
compute F S f c i using Equation 6 8:
end for 
Face Localization using Weighted Score-level Fusion Strategy
For choosing the best candidate as the final output by the face tracking framework, we propose a strategy that combines the fusion of all the similar-ity scores (refer Table 2 ), with weights based on their variance between two consecutive frames, such that the similarity score having the largest variance, gets the largest weight. If we just take the similarity score into account without its weighted variance, the fusion score might get higher for a candidate (e.g. distractor), even though it is not the face of interest which is required to be tracked. Moreover, the information from each appearance model are uncorrelated and by following this strategy, the contributions from each component can be utilized for maximum similarity. Thus, the best face candidate should maximize the following Equation 6.
where, p, q and r represent the weights assigned to the similarity scores, based on their variance ranking. The weights are assigned such that if
, then p gets multiplied with K f c i , q with C f c i , and r with B f c i , respectively. The ranking helps to determine the dominant similarity score in a face candidate, and fusion helps to choose the best candidate that maximizes all the similarity scores. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed tracking framework.
Occlusion Detection, Tracking Control and Update Strategy
We consider two complementary aspects in tracking, robustness and stability, by long-term and short-term update. Long-term update are performed during the whole tracking duration for all the keypoint features, k i , collected
for GRM model at frame t, by adapting their weights using Equation 7:
where τ is learning rate. The value of θ(l) increases with a keypoint prediction closer to the x t Center and is obtained using Equation 8 as:
where l is the L2 distance between the center location given by the matched feature keypoint using its relational information, and the center obtained by analyzing the response in the kernel map, x t Center . On the other hand, tracking control is done by analyzing the center response given by a matched keypoint. It is done to avoid potential tracking failures. For example, for a given frame t, if a matched keypoint outputs a center farther from the center (x t Center k ) in frame t − 1, then its influence in the kernel response map for future frames get reduced using exponential kernel function, Φ 2 (used in
Equation 4). It is given by the following Equation 9
By controlling this, potential tracking drift failures can be avoided, which in turn gives the proposed method stability along with its robustness towards face appearance changes.
When the similarity between graphs cannot be established in a frame (i.e.
no subgraph S can be matched), we consider this scenario as an occlusion detection, and perform short-term update by partially (or fully) 3 updating the ICM and BDM model respectively. Long-term update using Equation 7 3:
Tracking control using Equation 9 4:
if w k i < γ then
5:
Remove k i from GRM
6:
end if 7: if (N == 0) then
8:
Occlusion detected
if (appearance templates size != best face box size) then During this scenario, the ICM and BDM models help to localize the face target, since the similarity scores of these models will dominate for the best face candidate. New features are added to GRM when the ICM and BDM similarity matching score for the face output template is above α and β, respectively. Features having weights lower than γ, are removed from GRM.
Thus, by following this control and update strategy, the different appearance models complement each other during different tracking scenarios.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the update strategy of the proposed face tracking framework.
Experimental Evaluation
The proposed method is validated on OTB benchmark [22] for One-Pass Evaluation (OPE). The selected state-of-the-art trackers used for comparison are: Struck [5] , TLD [3] , KCF [7] , MIL [6] , CMT [16] , TUNA [14] and Boosting [4] . 15 video sequences from the benchmark containing faces are chosen for evaluation. These video sequences display several challenges that are encountered during tracking a face in a video sequence: occlusion (OCC), fast motion (FM), illumination variation (IV), scale variation (SV), motion blur (MB), in-plane-rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), background clutter (BC), out-of-view (OV) and deformation (DEF). Table   3 shows the distributions of attributes for the 15 face video sequences with different challenges.
Evaluation Metrics
The benchmark is evaluated on two performance measures: precision and 
Comparison to state-of-the-art
FaceTrack shows strong performance when initialized using ground truth: precision, 0.603 and success, 0.425, respectively. Furthermore, it outperforms and ranks second in overall performance when initialized automatically (Refer Figure 3 ). This performance with automatic initilization showcases that FaceTrack is comparatively less affected by initialization. The robustness of FaceTrack can be attributed to its robust initialization strategy using isotropy in which all features are not given equal importance. The keypoint features that get matched with GRM appearance model output a subgraph, containing an estimate of a region that contains the target face. However, for finer estimation for face location, the kernel responses of the matched features are summed. This response is anisotropic, which efficiently determines precise face location, as it corresponds to maximum value of the cumulative overlapped responses. The response is guided through long-term update of features that are analyzed using multiple kernel functions (Refer subsections 3.2 and 3.5 for details). Further, for finer precision, face candidates are generated around this location and the bounding box given by the face detector is also considered a candidate. Finally, the weighted score-level fusion score helps to decide the best face candidate.
The uniqueness of GRM lies in its design as it helps in tracking a specific face. The approximation of F DL using the Gaussian kernel helps to tackle face deformation, which happens very often during face tracking. During deformation, the keypoint feature can move by a pixel which can result in error.
Thus, approximating the response using a Gaussian kernel compensates for this error, and in turn for face deformation. Even during heavy occlusion, in-plane rotation, the short-term updates help to locate the target face as the appearance matching can still be established with the aid of multiple appearance models during such scenarios. On the other hand, during drastic appearance changes like scale change, the face detector tackles it even if the some of the keypoint features in GRM may fail to get matched. However, in cases when no appearance matching can be established and the face detector also fails to detect a face, then the face location is not updated until the face appearance matching starts establishing again. However, it might be possible that the face detector outputs false positives. In addition, since it does not use any spatio-temporal information of the target face from the previous frame, its detection might be for a distractor. Therefore, in this case, the face candidates generated around the localized face by the GRM model will dominate in localizing face since their similarity score of appearance will be higher, thus, avoiding wrong face localization.
It is interesting to note that the performance results become more interesting when FaceTrack is initialized automatically and ranks just after Struck by a very minute margin. It can be noted in Table 4 
Attribute-wise Analysis
FaceTrack outperforms several state-of-the-art trackers by ranking first or second on almost all the tracking nuisances when initialized automatically (refer to Figure 4 , 5, 6). The following paragraph details the analysis.
Scale variation and rotation: Together with the keypoint scale adaptation strategy from [14] , and scale and aspect ratio adaptation from a face detector, the tracker performs well in tackling scale variation of the face, which is a common phenomena during object tracking. As long as the face remains partially or fully visible during in plane rotation and out-of-plane rotation, all the appearance models namely, GRM, ICM, and the BDM models contribute in face localization by maximizing the fusion score for all the face candidates. However, during out-of-plane rotation, GRM might be hidden and may not able to localize the face. On the other hand, because of the control and update strategy of our framework, the ICM and BDM templates get partially or fully updated (refer Algorithm 2). Hence, during this time,
ICM and BDM similarity score will dominate in maximizing the fusion score of face candidates.
Fast motion and motion blur: FaceTrack effectively deals with fast motion and motion blur during tracking by maximizing graph similarity in the whole frame. Further, having a face detector helps to find target during motion blur, since it does not suffer from the problem of drift due to its image independent searching principle (no spatio-temporal information is used).
Background clutter: The distinct appearance model GRM tackles the complex background and helps to identify the face during background clutter.
During such scenarios, it becomes difficult to discriminate the face target from the background. But thanks to the L2-subspace based GRM appearance model that preserves the internal structural representation of the target face by assigning importance to the features that are memorized for long duration.
Hence, the incremental learning of the model helps to capture the appearance representation and thus making it easier to track a face.
Illumination variation and Occlusion: When the target face under- goes severe illumination change in sequences, most of the methods tend to drift towards the cluttered background or cannot adapt to the scale change that occurs during this time. In addition, during this time and also during occlusion, the appearance of the target face changes drastically. Therefore, the GRM model is unable to localize the target face. Therefore, ICM and BDM, can be utilized for a short-term reference model for appearance matching.
These models get updated frequently for short-term according to the update and control strategy in the proposed tracking framework. In addition, the face detector facilitates face localization and adaption of scale change during such drastic appearance change.
Deformation: The proposed tracker is able to handle object deformation very well in sequences. This is because during deformation, the F DL associated with some of the keypoints in GRM may differ in length as the keypoints may get shifted from their original location. But the summing of the various kernel responses generated using multiple kernels in the response map, compensates for this error. Moreover, the face detector aids in reinitialization of the tracker in case the tracker drifts away from the target face.
Failure cases: The tracker may sometime loose track of a face in videos having drastic appearance change. In addition, it might be possible that the face detector is unable to detect the target face and output false positives.
Thus, during this scenario, the similarity of face appearance cannot be established, due to which the face location might not get updated. Hence, during such a scenario the face might not get tracked. But, if a correct face detection for the target face can be obtained, then tracker will get re-initialized and will resume tracking.
In summary, FaceTrack is able tackle the various tracking nuisances by utilizing the different components built in its algorithm. The next subsection presents an ablation analysis of FaceTrack. 
Ablation Analysis

Time Complexity Analysis
By referring Algorithm 1, it can be approximated that the time complexity of FaceTrack is ≈ O(n 2 ). FaceTrack estimates the face location as the face candidate having the highest fusion score. The similarity score of all the face candidates is obtained by maximizing the similarity of appearance models:
GRM, ICM and BDM respectively. Please note that the matching of GRM model also accounts for keypoint extraction between two frames, matching keypoint descriptors between two frames and then finding the maximum in the kernel response map. The video sequences contain different frame resolution. FaceTrack runs with an average of 2 frames-per-second computed over 15 video sequences on an Intel Core i7 with a 3.40 GHz clock and 16GB
RAM (with KeyPoint descriptor matching between two frames on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 graphic card).
Conclusion
In this paper, FaceTrack is proposed. It utilizes multiple appearance models for robust face tracking. The proposed multiple appearance models account for the temporal (both long-term and short-term) appearance change of a face during tracking. FaceTrack jointly takes the advantage of the multiple appearance models by matching them effectively during different tracking scenarios to facilitate tracking. The incremental graph relational learning using the long-term update of face appearance features, helps to localize the face by finding an isomorphic subgraph. The matched subgraph is approximated using multiple kernel functions in a kernel response map. The multiple kernels help to tackle face deformation and potential face tracking failures.
In addition, the approximation also encodes error and eradicates its effect for precise face target location, by determining a non-linear decision boundary in the anisotropic kernel response map. In addition, the face detector helps to localize the face during drastic short-term appearance change and reinitialization of FaceTrack. Furthermore, for precise face location, face candidates are generated and the final face location is chosen as the candidate having the highest fusion score. Extensive experiments showcase the effectiveness of each component of the proposed face tracking framework for many tracking real-world unconstrained tracking nuisances in terms of accuracy, robustness, adaptiveness and tracking stability. In conclusion, it is essential that the face tracker should robustly adapt to appearance changes, and at the same time should output stable tracking results in spite of distractions which cannot be controlled in real-world scenarios.
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